



Synopsis : Starting to write Pierre : Or, The Ambiguities, Herman
Melville originally intended to fabricate a kind of sentimental novel
appropriate to the feminine readers. As many critics indicate, however,
such a sentimental tone is turned into anti-sentimental. This
transmutation echoes the change of what Pierre eats or drinks:“a rural
bowl of milk”at the beginning and“death-milk”at the end of the
story. Such a food-motif is suggestive of the circular structure of the
novel, and the substantial deterioration reflects the transfiguration of
Pierre’s self. In addition, it is also noteworthy that Pierre’s appetite
wanes as he is immersed in writing a novel. In these lights, this essay
analyzes the food motif and the metaphorical relation between the acts
of eating and writing, and explores the transfiguration of Pierre’s self.
1．「ミルク」
ハーマン・メルヴィルは 1852年 1月 8日のソファイア・ホーソーン宛て









































１７８ 大 川 淳
“Let him［Dates］stay.─Don’t be a milk-sop, Pierre!”
“Ha! my sister is a little satirical this morning. I comprehend.”
“Never rave, Pierre; and never rant. Your father never did either
［ . . .］. He was always exceedingly gentlemanly : and gentlemen












“Now Sergeant Dates, help hither your mistress’ plate. No ?─
nothing but the crumbs of French rolls, and a few peeps into a
coffee-cup─ is that a breakfast for the daughter of yonder bold
General?”─pointing to a full length of his gold-laced grandfather on
the opposite wall.“Well, pitiable is my case when I have to













































Nor had that pride and love which had so bountifully provided
for the youthful nurture of Pierre, neglected his culture in the
deepest element of all. It had been a maxim with the father of
Pierre, that all gentlemanhood was vain ; all claims to it
preposterous and absurd, unless the primeval gentleness and
golden humanities of religion had been so thoroughly wrought into
the complete texture of the character, that he who pronounced
himself gentleman, could also rightfully assume the meek, but
kingly style of Christian. At the age of sixteen, Pierre partook with
































いる。“Give me the cup; hand it me with thine own hand. So:─Isabel,
my heart and soul are now full of deepest reverence; yet I do dare to






















perfectly to Pierre had long seemed the illuminated scroll of his life thus
far, that only hiatus was discoverable by him in that sweetly-writ





















“I folded it［the handkerchief］in such a manner, that the name was
invisibly buried in the heart of it, and it was like opening a book
and turning over many blank leaves before I came to the
mysterious writing, which I knew should be one day read by me,
without direct help from any one.［ . . .］ I soon mastered the
alphabet, and went on to spelling, and by-and-by to reading, and at
last to the complete deciphering of the talismanic word ─
Glendinning. I was yet very ignorant. Glendinning, thought I, what
is that? It sounds something like gentleman;─Glen-din-ning;─just
as many syllables as gentleman; and─G─it begins with the same

























































Two books are being writ; of which the world shall only see one,
and that the bungled one. The larger book, and the infinitely better,
is for Pierre’s own private shelf. That it is, whose unfathomable
cravings drink his blood ; the other only demands his ink. But
circumstances have so decreed, that the one can not be composed on
the paper, but only as the other is writ down in his soul. And the
one of the soul is elephantinely sluggish, and will not budge at a
breath. Thus Pierre is fastened on by two leeches;─how then can
the life of Pierre last? Lo! he is fitting for the highest life, by
１８６ 大 川 淳
thinning his blood and collapsing his heart. He is learning how to





























Who shall tell all the thoughts and feelings of Pierre in that
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desolate and shivering room, when at last the idea obtruded, that
the wiser and the profounder he should grow, the more and the
more he lessened the chances for bread［. . .］. But the devouring







The gods love the soul of a man; often, they will frankly accost it;
but they abominate his body; and will forever cut it dead, both here
and hereafter. So, if thou wouldst go to the gods, leave thy dog of a
body behind thee. And most impotently thou strivest with thy
purifying cold baths, and thy diligent scrubbings with flesh-brushes,





















































用していると考えられる。“I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending,
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